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William Shipley (1715-1803)

• 1754: Foundation 

• 1759: Repository of machines 

• 1772/1792: Bailey’s Catalogues

• 1783-1851: Publication of the Transactions

Royal Society for Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures (RSA)



A machine for ventilating mines and many useful purposes – K. Fitzgerald

Machine for boring Auger Holes – Mr. Bailey

William BAILEY, The Advancement of Arts, Manufacutres, and Commerce or, Descriptions of the 
Useful Machines and Models contained in the Repository, 1772



Mr. ROBERTS improved Hood for enabling persons to breath in thick smoke (1824)

Manuscript Transaction, vol. 105, 1824-1825 P1 Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures, and Commerce, Vol. 43 (1824), p. 312

The London Mechanics’ Register, 09/04/1825, n°24



« The first experiment in 
Southampton buildings has been 
notices in terms of considerable
approbation in the Journal des 
Débats; […] »



B. Merriman, New Description of a new Machine for raising Water and Wind

The Gentleman’s magazine, v.57, pt. 1, 1787

I present to the public, through the channel of your very useful Magazine, a plan
of a machine for raising water by wind, which, I flatter myself, will be found to
contain a very considerable improvement in the use and application of the
mechanic powers

In your Magazines for September and October, 1785, I described some of the
properties of the machine which I am desirous to recommend.
[…]
I was not however discouraged, but anxiously wished to have my plan realized,
and its efficacy demonstrated; yet not being in a situation to erect such machine,
and employ it in any useful work, I applied to the Society for the encouragement
of Arts, Manufactures, &c. and presented a drawing of my design, with a
description of the properties and principles of the intended machine. It met the
approbation of the committee on mechanics, who behaved with much civility and
politeness toward me, though (as it was afterwards signified to me by letter from
the secretary) “it is not customary for the society to contribute toward the
erecting machines or any purpose whatever; but, it should hereafter compleat a
machine on the construction of the drawing, the society will give it every due
degree of consideration.”



The Gentleman’s magazine, v. 55, pt., 1785 William BAILEY, The Advancement of Arts, Manufacutres, 1772

Merriman’s Hydraulic Machine



Mr. COOKE’s drill machine (1788)

Roll C73/18, - The National Archives Specification 1788-08-12 Cooke 1659 - British Library Specification 1788-08-12 Cooke 1659 - British Library (digitized)



« W. J. Clyley’s Lithotomy forceps »
« W. Brockedon’s Apparatus for a weak knee-joint »
Manuscript Transactions, vol. 106 1824-1825 P2 – RSA

Claude Bernard, Précis iconographique de médecine opératoire et d’anatomie 
chirurgicale, plate XLVI, 1847

Lithotomy forceps



« W. J. Clyley’s Lithotomy forceps »
« W. Brockedon’s Apparatus for a weak knee-joint »
Manuscript Transactions, vol. 106 1824-1825 P2 – RSA

« Improvements in the construction of the Glass holders and Glass chimnies of Gas burners », Roll 
C210-189 – The National Archives (1839)



Portrait of Cornelius Varley (1781-1873), English 
painter, illustration from the magazine The 
Illustrated London News, volume LXIII, October 25, 
1873 – ageofstock



Mr. Elisha Peckey’s Pump 1825

Manuscript Transactions, vol. 106 1824-1825 P2 –
Royal Society of Arts

Manuscript Transactions, vol. 106 1824-1825 P2 –
Royal Society of Arts

Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures, and Commerce, Vol. 43 (1824), p. 312



Three take away messages (©EPFL)

1. Ô technical drawings, where are you?

2. What kind of bridges can I establish between different typologies?

3. Think about the ontological statut of a drawing


